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   1  ‘Ancient Greek’ is generally taken to refer to the Greek preserved in literary texts from 
c. 5 th  century BC, primarily from Athens, but also including other literary varieties found 
within the standard canon of classical texts. Th ere does appear to be some variation in the gen-
der of nouns across the ancient literary and epichoric dialects although this is generally poorly 
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   Abstract 
 Analogical change is often invoked to explain evolutionary patterns witnessed in gender systems, 
despite the fact that analogy as a linguistic principle is still relatively poorly understood. Taking 
an apparently simple analogical change from the history of Greek as a starting point, namely the 
shift of 2 nd  declension nouns in - os  from the Feminine gender to the Masculine, this paper 
demonstrates that such changes in gender can best be explained from the point of view of cate-
gory formation rather than by traditional conceptions of analogy (proportional analogy, levelling, 
etc.). It argues instead that usage patterns (frequency, saliency) and principles of animacy best 
explain the phenomena witnessed and, in contrast to other accounts of changes in gender, it 
focuses on principles of change in the gender of individual words. Detailed and quantitative 
historical data for a small set of nouns which display this change are also presented which begin 
to indicate where changes in gender fi rst take place in the paradigm. Th e results suggest that 
highly animate nouns may play an important role in restricting certain changes within the gender 
system as a whole. Th is new approach off ers potentially fruitful avenues for further research on 
principles of analogical change and their application to the evolution of grammatical gender.  
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     1 Introduction 

  1.1 Preliminary remarks 

 It is well known that several nouns in ancient Greek (AG)  1   have changed gen-
der over time. A single, but particularly telling, example of such a noun is 
given below, and it serves as a suitable focus of attention throughout this dis-
cussion of developments in the AG gender system:
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represented in the standard handbooks and cannot be discussed here. It should be noted, 
though, that in the discussion of changes throughout this paper ‘AG’ is occasionally used for 
convenience as a label for historical developments which took place at some point before the 
Modern period: its use does not necessarily imply that changes should be interpreted as datable 
to c. 5 th  century BC.  

   2  Th roughout [M] = Masculine, [F] = Feminine, [N] = Neuter.  
   3  E.g. Vincent ( 1974 : 432): ‘the natural point of contact’; Hock ( 1991 : 210): ‘[…] would 

want to select the analysis which agrees with what is known to be more natural.’ Th is concept 
can also be seen as the basis of work within frameworks such as ‘Natural Morphology’, etc.; see 
e.g., the overview in Dressler ( 2003 ) for the role of historical change in such approaches.  

   4  Kuryłowicz’s famous  La nature des procès dits analogiques  (1945-9) is translated in Winters 
( 1995 ), where a concise overview of advances in theories of analogical change to date is provided; 
Anttila ( 1977 ) gives a state-of-the-art for that year; three contrasting recent approaches to ana-
logical change can be found in Anttila ( 2003 ), Hock ( 2003 ) and Dressler ( 2003 ), of which 
Hock’s analysis is the most ‘traditional’.  

   5  Vincent ( 1974 ) discusses Latin examples which are very similar to those which are the focus 
of this discussion, namely the loss of 2 nd  declension Feminine nouns in - us , which were anoma-
lous within the largely Masculine 2 nd  declension, as well as the confl ation of the Latin 1 st  and 
5 th  declensions to a single Feminine class. Both the Latin 2 nd  declension - us  and Greek 2 nd  
declension  -os  types are mainly Masculine but with a small number of Feminines, a notable 
number of which are tree names: the fact they are both inherited from the PIE thematic class 
perhaps suggests the existence of a ‘trees as Feminine’ rule for PIE, cf. Matasović ( 2004 ).  

   (1)   ἡ [F] ἄσβολος  (hē asbolos ) ‘soot’ → ὁ [M] ἄσβολος ( ho asbolos ) ‘soot’  2      

 Most attempts to understand the historical changes which took place in nouns 
like this take a broadly based approach, stating that they occur as a result of 
analogical pressures which come from within the gender system (e.g. Morpurgo 
Davies  1968 : 22ff ., Anastasiadi-Symeonidi and Chila-Markopoulou  2003 : 3, 
17). Corbett too speaks of ‘semantic analogy’ (1991: 77, 98f.), ‘personifi ca-
tion’ (1991: 257) and the movement of nouns to diff erent gender classes 
through morphologically similarity (1991: 314). In this way, changes such as 
that given in (1) are viewed by works both on gender and on analogical change 
as ‘easy’ or ‘natural’ for the speaker,  3   and this seems to be why there is so little 
discussion of these sorts of gender shifts, the exceptions found in remarks 
made by Kuryłowicz (1945-9)  4   and in Vincent ( 1974 ).  5   

 Th is paper starts from the premise that it is an oversimplifi cation to assume 
such ‘easy’ gender changes, as in the case of (1), are uncomplicated, and that 
instead investigating the principles which underlie them is revealing about 
how nouns change gender, and also about how gender operates as a system of 
noun classifi cation on the synchronic level. Gender is a feature of the noun 
which is diff erent from those on which previous studies of analogy have 
focussed. Th is is made clear in brief, when an overview of traditional approaches 
to analogy, and their failings, is provided. On the basis of this discussion, 
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a model is then presented which allows a novel approach to changes in gender. 
Th is is founded upon the principle that each gender class has a prototypical 
exponent (with similarities to the model provided by Anastasiadi-Symeonidi 
and Chila-Markopoulou  2003 ), and that these exponents attain this status 
through usage patterns (notably frequency) and semantic features, in particu-
lar animacy. Th e analysis starts from the level of the individual word, rather 
than the gender system as a whole and in this way is diff erent from other 
approaches. 

 In the fi nal part of the paper, a set of detailed historical Greek data for a 
small number of words is presented which is then interpreted in light of the 
model already introduced. Th is illustrates the advantages of this approach and 
allows fruitful investigation of problems in the changes in the gender of Greek 
nouns. Th e data indicate where changes fi rst manifest themselves in the para-
digm and appear to confi rm that those factors which are hypothesised to be 
responsible for the creation of prototypical gender classes (frequency, ani-
macy), are also responsible for encouraging or restricting change, both in par-
ticular nouns and the system in general. Th is model therefore represents a 
move towards answering as yet unsolved problems in the history of the Greek 
gender system, such as why changes took so long to progress (e.g. Morpurgo 
Davies  1968 : 21, 25). Th e Greek data explored do not provide conclusive 
answers to all these questions, but instead demonstrate the utility of the model 
and suggest further working hypotheses.  

  1.2 An overview of gender in Greek 

 Grammatical gender classes can be defi ned as ‘classes of nouns refl ected in the 
behavior of associated words’, following the now widely accepted defi nition 
given by Corbett in the work which is now the standard handbook on gender 
(1991: 1, after Hockett  1958 : 231). Th e gender class to which a noun belongs 
is therefore determined by the agreement patterns it triggers on other items. 
Corbett’s typological survey divides gender systems into separate types 
 according to the types of rules employed to assign nouns to gender classes. 
Some systems rely on semantic criteria, i.e. on the meaning of the noun, 
whereas others determine gender by formal criteria, i.e. the phonological or 
morphological realisation of the noun.  6   Th e vast majority of nouns are stable 
within a single gender class, i.e. they trigger only a single type of agreement 

   6  Corbett gives detailed outlines of both semantic (1991: 7-32) and formal (= morphologi-
cal/phonological) systems (1991: 33-62).  
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       7  An important exception is the class of nouns of common gender ( nomina communia ) 
denoting animates whose gender varies according to the natural sex of that to which they refer, 
at least in the Indo-European type. Loanwords may also be assigned to multiple gender classes 
in the initial phase of borrowing before stabilising into a single gender. See, e.g., the summary 
by Corbett ( 1991 : 70ff ).  

      8  Most of the SMG dialects retain three genders but there are exceptions; see in particular the 
recent paper by Karatsareas ( 2009 ) on the loss of gender in Cappadocian Greek.  

      9  Th is terminology is descended directly from that used by the Greek grammarians, via the 
Roman tradition, see the summary in e.g. Wackernagel ( 1928 : 4-6), translated into English and 
annotated in Langslow ( 2009 : 402-4).  

   10  An important account of the role of morphology in the SMG gender assignment is pro-
vided by Ralli ( 2002 ,  2003 ) within the framework of feature-theory; she argues that gender is a 
feature of lexical entries (stems, derivational affi  xes), but can be underspecifi ed, and that in such 
cases of underspecifi cation gender is assigned syntactically, e.g. ο [M] δικηγόρος ( o  [M]  ðikiγoros ) 
‘(male) lawyer ∼ η [F] δικηγόρος ( i  [F]  ðikiγoros ) ‘(female) lawyer’. Agreement phenomena in 
SMG are also discussed in Chila-Markopoulou ( 2003 ).  

pattern,  7   and belonging to a gender class is obligatory in a language that has 
grammatical gender. In this way, gender is a property unlike other features in 
that it does not present the speaker with a choice of values, as is the case with 
other features of the noun such as case or number (as stressed by Leiss  2000 : 
237ff .). Th e gender of an individual noun can change over time (as in (1)), as 
can the entire system of which the noun is a part (both summarised in Corbett 
 1991 : 97-104, 256-9, 312-8). As already mentioned, these changes are gener-
ally said to rely on processes which are broadly interpreted as ‘analogical’, e.g., 
through the expansion of the meaning of a noun, or through physical similar-
ity to morphological types which belong to a diff erent gender. 

 Both AG and SMG have three gender classes,  8   traditionally labelled as 
Masculine, Feminine and Neuter.  9   Gender agreement is shown by the defi nite 
article, adjectives and participles. In Corbett’s terminology (1991: 34), both 
gender systems have a semantic core akin to other Indo-European languages 
(Kühner-Blass 1890: 358, Smyth 1956: 45-6 for AG; Holton et al.  1997 : 245, 
248-50 for SMG), meaning that humans and other highly animate beings are 
assigned to a gender class on the basis of their sex (male, female). For AG, 
a small series of semantic rules for gender in the inanimate vocabulary are 
also described, e.g., winds, months and river are Masculine, tree names are 
Feminine (Kühner-Blass 1890: 358-61, Smyth 1956: 46). For the rest of 
the vocabulary, in both AG and SMG, gender class is determined through 
morphological shape.  10   Th e spread of genders across morphological types can 
be summarised in  Tables 1  and  2  (for AG the standard labels for paradigmatic 
types are retained). 
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 Table 1.    Morphological gender assignment in AG, c. 5 th  century BC (based on 
Smyth-Messing 1956: 48-73)  

 Masculine Feminine Neuter

Final phonemes 
of the NOM SG

1 st  declension:   -ας/ 
-ης (- ās/-ēs )   2 nd  
declension:   -ος ( -os ) 
  3 rd  declension:    - ς 
( -s ), -ν ( -n ) ,  -ρ 
( -r ), etc . 

1 st  declension:   
-α/-η ( -ā/-ē )   2 nd  
declension:   -ος (- os )   
3 rd  declension:   -ς 
( -s ) ,  -ν ( -n ) ,  -ω ( -ō ), 
etc.

  2 nd  declension:   -ον 
(- on )   3 rd  declen-
sion: -μα (- ma ) ,  -υ 
( -u ) ,  -ι ( -i ) ,  -ς 
( -s ) ,  -ρ ( -r ) ,  etc.

 Table 2.    Morphological gender assignment in SMG, summarised from Holton et al. 
( 1997 : 245)  11    

 Masculine Feminine Neuter

Final phonemes 
of the NOM SG

-ς (- s ) a vowel, usually -α 
or -η ( -a, -i ) and 
sometimes in -ος (- os )

-ο, -ι or -μα 
(- o, -i, -ma ), 
though some 
end in -ς ( -s )

             Moreover, SMG also has a distinction between Masculine and Feminine based 
upon the presence or absence of -ς (- s ) in the Nominative and Genitive SG, as 
shown in  Table 3 .       

 From the above outline of the morphological assignment rules for Greek 
( Tables 1 - 3 ), it can be stated that there has been an increase in the link between 
morphological shape and gender class over time: the morphological rules for 
gender in SMG are less opaque than those in AG and in SMG gender is 
largely, but not unambiguously, determined by morphological shape (Holton 
et al.  1997 : 48; cf. Ralli ( 2002 ,  2003 )).  12   Part of this process has been the 

   11  Cf. Ralli’s table of infl ectional classes (2002: 545-6), which provides an alternative 
analysis.  

   12  Diachronic accounts of the gender system of Greek from the Classical period onwards, in 
varying amounts of detail, can be found in Browning ( 1983 : 58-60), Jannaris ( 1897 : 102-3), 
Hatzidakis ( 1892 : 354-73), Morpurgo Davies ( 1968 : 14-19) and Anastasiadi-Symeonidi and 
Chila-Markopoulou ( 2003 : 34-41); the account of noun classes in SMG given by Holton et al. 
( 1997 : 48-72) is organised by gender class and also gives some information on the historical ori-
gin of each paradigmatic type. Th e detail of the developments in the gender of individual words 
in some of these accounts must be treated with a certain amount of caution since examples cited 
are often unreferenced and sometimes rely on ancient grammatical sources without question.  
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   13  Some Feminine nouns in -ος (- os ) remain, but are almost exclusively restricted to higher 
registers (e.g. Horrocks  1997 : 362; Anastasiadi-Symeonidi and Chila-Markopoulou  2003 : 28-9, 
38, 43-44; Pavlidou  2003 : 177-8).  

   14  Other nouns which are said to change in this way are given in the works cited in footnote 
13. It is interesting to observe, along with the caveats noted there, that all works which deal with 
this topic tend to quote a remarkably similar set of nouns. Th is perhaps suggests that these 
examples have gained canonical status at the expense of other 2 nd  declension Feminine nouns 
which do not appear in any of these lists but which are nonetheless interesting.  

reduction in the number of Feminine nouns ending in Nominative SG -ος 
(- os ), many of which become Masculine (again, as in the change in (1)).  13   
Alternatively, such nouns retain their gender and move to the 1 st  declension 
through morphological adaption: consider the following pairs of forms, both 
of which are reported as post-Classical descendants of ἡ [F] ἄσβολος  (hē asbo-
los ):   14  

   (2)   ἡ [F] ἄσβολος  (hē asbolos ) ‘soot’ → ὁ [M] ἄσβολος ( ho asbolos )  
    → ἡ [F] ἀσβόλη ( hē asbolē )  
    (Wackernagel  1928 : 3)    

 Th is implies that the Masculine gender is somehow associated with the -ος 
(- os ) ending, rather than the Feminine, and that the Feminine is associated 
with -η (- ē ). It is how such associations are formed which is discussed in the 
next sections of this paper. 

 As can be seen from the examples already cited, the discussion throughout 
uses examples of nouns with defi nite articles to show agreement patterns, and 
for this reason the paradigm of the defi nite article is given in  Table 4  (SG 
only).              Th e defi nite article is found very frequently with the noun in Greek 
(and in SMG, crucially, basic case distinctions are generally encoded on the 
article, and not on the noun). In addition, the infl ectional morphology of 
the article is very similar to that found in adjectives and other modifi ers. 
Th e patterns discussed below are therefore often not only applicable to the 
article, but also to other items in agreement. Th e potential importance of 

 Table 3.    Masculine vs. Feminine in SMG, summarised from Mirambel ( 1957 : 108, 
122-124)  

 Masculine Feminine

NOM SG +  s  (πατέρας,  pateras ) (μητέρα,  mitera )
GEN SG (πατέρα,  patera ) +  s  (μητέρας,  miteras )
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   15  Th e AG Dative case was lost in the post-Classical period.  
   16  Anttila describes this as the ‘iconic tendency/principle’ (1989: 92, 100, etc.); it has also 

been codifi ed as Humboldt’s Universal: ‘Suppletion is undesirable, uniformity of linguistic sym-
bolization is desirable: both roots and grammatical markers should be unique and constant’ 
(Vennemann  1972 : 184).  

the morphological shape of the article to the gender system is made clear 
below.   

  2 Models of change 

  2.1 Formal approaches to analogical changes in gender 

 All cases of analogical change rest upon the basic principle of over-regularisa-
tion of a form or pattern by those who have not been exposed to enough 
language (in the formulation by Albright ( 2008 ), following Kiparsky ( 1978 ), 
and others), as part of the general linguistic tendency for monotonic expres-
sion which can be summed up as ‘one marker – one function’.  16   Th e implica-
tion of this for the current discussion is that each gender class should move 
towards expression by only one set of markers, and that each marker should 
express only one gender. Th is tendency can be observed from the Greek 
 evidence by comparing the relative complexities of  Tables 1  and  2 . 

 Formal approaches (i.e. writing equations for analogical change) have not 
determined why certain markers become the favourite exponents of particular 
classes; they have not tackled the crux of the question: as Anttila puts it, such 

 Table 4.    Th e Defi nite Article (SG) in AG ( top ) and SMG ( bottom )  

 M F N

NOM ὁ ( ho ) ἡ ( hē ) το ( to )
ACC τον ( ton ) την ( tēn ) το ( to )
GEN του ( tou ) της ( tēs ) του ( tou )
DAT τῳ ( tōi ) τῃ ( tēi ) τῳ ( tōi )

 M F N

NOM ο ( o ) η ( i ) το ( to )
ACC το(ν) ( to(n )) τη(ν) ( ti(n )) το ( to )
GEN του ( tou ) της ( tis ) του ( tou )
Ø  15           
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   17  Anttila ( 2003 ) pushes this notion further, setting linguistic analogy within general princi-
ples of human cognition.  

   18  Other such examples of ‘motion’ include Spanish  hijo  ‘son’ ∼  hija  ‘daughter’ (Corbett  1991 : 
67), and Latin  servus  ‘slave’ ∼  serva  ‘female slave’.  

   19  Morpurgo Davies (1969: 20-1) makes a similar point that adjectives and pronominals may 
have provided the model for the correspondence between Masculine and -ος (- os ) in the Classical 
period since they separate the gender classes more ostensibly than the nominal declensions 
themselves.  

analogies are merely ‘a crude shorthand notation for what has gone on in the 
process of speech production’ (1989: 105). Moreover, the diff erent formula-
tions off ered (four-part analogy, levelling, etc.) can be seen as merely diff erent 
representations of this same principle of iconicity (as stressed by Anttila  1989 : 
88-108, in particular pp.105-8).  17   Th is can be exemplifi ed by a few attempts 
to describe the gender changes given in (1) and (2) within the traditional 
framework. For example, a four-part analogy for the simplest change in gen-
der from Feminine to Masculine could be written as follows:

   (3)   -ος ( -os ) : [M] :: ἄσβολος ( asbolos ) : X, therefore X = [M]    

 It is possible that sex pairs in the animate vocabulary where Male and Female 
are marked by diff erent infl ectional classes marking [M] and [F] on the same 
stem reinforce or create this proportion, e.g., δου̃λος [M] ( doulos ) (2 nd  
declension) ‘slave’ ∼ δούλη   [F] ( doulē ) ‘female slave’ (1 st  decl.),  18   but the pro-
portion in (3) does not make this clear  per se .  19   Similarly, the changes of (2) 
could be written within the concept of analogical levelling, whereby ‘anoma-
lous’ genders are ‘normalised’, perhaps in the following way:

   (4)   anomaly → non-anomalous form (‘prototype’)
     via change in gender 
    ἡ [F] ἄσβολος ( hē asbolos ) → ὁ [M] ἄσβολος ( ho asbolos )     

    via morphological adaptation 
    ἡ [F] ἄσβολος ( hē asbolos ) → ἡ [F] ἀσβόλη ( hē asbolē )       
    Importantly, though, this formula defi nes neither gender categories nor pro-
totypes. Again, therefore, while it may be an accurate representation of the 
evolution of certain words, its utility is limited to describing the processes, 
rather than explaining them. 

 One fi nal example of ‘analogical change’ which aff ects gender assignment is 
where morphological material spreads sporadically from one item to another 
in the sentence, when they appear together frequently. Th e defi nite article 
in Greek is likely to be a source of such contamination and interchange of 
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   20  Articles (and demonstratives) are vital to Greenberg’s classic account of the origin of 
gender systems (1978); similarly, Morpurgo Davies suggests that the generalisation of the article 
in post-Homeric Greek may have played a role in the overt expression of gender by nominals 
by exerting infl uence on the forms of the declensions to which it was closest, the 1 st  and the 
2 nd  (1968: 25).  

   21  Th is also reminds the author of the adage in Latin and Greek teaching she encountered at 
school that ‘adjectives agree with the nouns they describe in number, gender and case: they need 
not have the same ending’; while this is true for the Classical languages, it does appear that his-
torically adjectives and modifi ers acquire the same endings, hinting maybe that mistakes made 
by contemporary learners are as a result of similar cognitive processes. Mistakes such as these are 
also frequently found in the copies of ancient texts made by medieval scribes, e.g. Young ( 1965 : 
261ff .), although it is often diffi  cult in the case of gender to separate transmissional errors from 
the  ipsissima verba . Cf. also Shields’ ‘rhyme association’ theory of gender change (Shields 
 1979 ).  

 morphological material between the article and noun is possible in either 
direction, i.e., forwards from the article to the noun (‘progressive’), or back-
wards from the noun to the article (‘regressive’):  20  

   (5) a.    Progressive:   τὴν [F] ἄσβολον ( tēn asbolon )  →  τὴν [F] ἀσβόλην ( tēn 
asbolēn )  

  b.   Regressive:    τὴν [F] ἄσβολον ( tēn asbolon )  →  τὸν [M] ἄσβολον ( ton 
asbolon )    

 Th is suggests that sequences of frequently co-occurring words which do not 
rhyme begin to do so over time.  21   In (5b) the gender of the noun changes by 
default, in that cognitive processes independently copy the ending of the noun 
onto entities in the sentence which precede and happen to be in agreement 
with it. In other words, -ον (- on ) is found at the end of the noun, therefore -ον 
(- on ) becomes affi  xed to the article in agreement with it. It is merely coinci-
dental that -ον  (-  on ) marks the Masculine gender in this case, and therefore 
ἄσβολον   ( asbolon ) becomes Masculine. Th is implies that gender can change 
by accident, although this does reinforce the relationship between Masculine 
and (Accusative) -ον ( -on ) and is therefore operating in the same direction as 
other changes. Th e formal nomenclature for gender changes may therefore be 
an adequate descriptive framework, but for four-part analogy (3) and levelling 
(4) at least, it has no explanatory power.  

  2.2 Prototypes, category formation & gender 

 To summarise the discussion so far, it has been made clear that morphological 
shape is independent of gender class to a greater or lesser extent, and it is this 
degree of fl exibility of the relationship between morphological shape and 
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   22  Givón’s defi nition of analogy runs as follows: ‘Th e notion of resemblance/similarity [to 
the prototypical member of the category - AEC] is thus crucial for forming natural catego-
ries. And it is also crucial for defi ning the process via which category membership – and 
eventually also the prototype itself – is extended. Th is process is called  metaphor  or  analogy .’ 
(1984: 17).  

   23  Th e idea of core vs. periphery is also common in other descriptions of analogy before and 
after Givón, for example in Kuryłowicz’s laws (1945-9), and in the work of Anastasiadi-
Symeonidi and Chila-Markopoulou, who speak of a graded system, rather than a binary one 
(2003: 21, 42ff .).  

 gender class which analogical change exploits. Formal approaches cannot 
explain  why  certain exponents of gender classes have prototypical status, and 
hence why changes take place. In the discussion which follows, the term 
‘ morpho-gender’ is used to refer to a morphological shape (i.e. a noun in a 
certain case and number) used in a certain gender, e.g. Masculine -ος (- os ), 
Feminine -ον (- on ), Feminine -η (- ē ), etc., since this is a convenient way to 
refer to a specifi c shape in a specifi c gender. In terms of the above discussion, 
it appears that in general Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) is a prototypical morpho-
gender towards which other nouns, e.g. the Feminine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) morpho-
gender, are  pulled. Th e following pair of diagrams ( Figures 1  and  2 ), based 
on Givón’s concept of category formation (1984: 11-23), show this 
graphically:  22     

 Th e idea of categories is especially appropriate in the case of gender since the 
very defi nition of gender is that of classifi cation (cf. ‘classes of nouns refl ected 
in the behavior of associated words’). Givón states that rules (=classes) are 
formed with members clustering around the mean (= good examples), giving 
the rules fuzzy edges (= bad examples) (1984: 10).  23   It is also useful to conceive 

 Figure 1.    Category formation, after Givón (1984).    
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   24  Th is diagram only attempts to show some of the possible changes. It excludes the move-
ment of some Feminine nouns in -ος ( -os ) to the Neuter gender through the use of the diminu-
tive suffi  x -ιον ( -ion ) (> -ιν (- in ) > -ι ( -i )), e.g. ἄμπελος [F] ( ampelos ) ‘vine’ → αμπέλι [N] 
( ampeli ) ‘vineyard’. Th is suffi  x was highly productive in the medieval period and led to the crea-
tion of a very large number of Neuter nouns with implications for the gender system as a whole 
(e.g. Anastasiadi-Symeonidi and Chila-Markopoulou  2003 : 39ff .). Due to the fact that this is 
strictly a derivational process, these forms are not discussed as part of this analysis.  

 Figure 2.    Th e formation of gender categories.    

 Figure 3.    Overlapping gender categories.    

of how prototypical morpho-genders relate to each other. For example, the 
‘cognitive space’ covered by Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) might overlap with that 
covered by Feminine -η ( -ē ) in their peripheries. Th e nouns in the overlapping 
areas could be pulled in either direction, presenting them with a choice:  main-
tenance of gender [F] with morphological alteration (→ ἡ [F] ἀσβόλη ( hē 
asbolē )) or maintenance of morphological shape (-(ο)ς (-( o)s )) with alteration 
of gender (→ ὁ [M] ἄσβολος ( ho asbolos ) (cf. example 3)). Th is choice is 
shown by the two arrows in  Figure 3 .  24    
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   25  We can also speak of ‘highly valued forms’ for the foundation of fi rst grammars (Lahiri 
 2000 : 11). Following Joan Bybee ( 1985 ), Garrett’s assumption is also that ‘morphological pro-
duction involves competition between the retrieval of memorized forms and the creation of new 
ones by rule, and that a mechanism of change is the creation of new forms if existing ones are 
not learned, remembered or accessed fast enough’ (2008: 127).  

 Th e gender system as a whole can therefore be defi ned as a series of classes 
of nouns drawn along semantic or morphological lines (represented by the 
outermost circles in  Fig. 3 ), with potentially overlapping peripheries, and 
shifting boundaries. Each noun has its own set of properties (semantic con-
tent, formal realisation) which determine to which class it is assigned. 
Assignment is not always unambiguous and it is this ambiguity which allows 
change to take place (cf. Corbett  1991 : 98ff  on ‘Trojan horses’ and their role 
in gender change). Each class has a central prototypical member or members 
which ultimately defi ne the boundaries of these spaces, and it is the issue of 
prototype selection that the rest of this paper focuses on.  

  2.3 Th e creation of prototypical morpho-genders 

 In a recent study on analogy, Albright summarises that the bases of analogical 
change, and therefore prototypes, are the  least suffi  xed  members of the para-
digm, the  least marked  members of the paradigm, and those with the highest 
token frequency (2008: 148). He states that often these converge, for example 
in the Nominative SG. However, he also stresses that the input language needs 
to be studied to determine how the learner formulates the patterns which he 
then overextends, based on, e.g., the frequency of the vocabulary to which the 
learner is actually exposed (2008: 173). Frequency is, moreover, also argued by 
Anastasiadi-Symeonidi and Chila-Markopoulou to be an indicator of proto-
typicality (2003: 24). In light of his recent work, Albright concludes that 
analogical processes operate within a confi dence-based approach to language 
learning, with learners over-regularising those forms which appear to them to 
be reliable enough to have predictive power, and which allow grammars to be 
derived (2008: 181).  25   Rare forms are therefore unlikely to be selected as bases, 
and frequently occurring morpho-genders have a greater likelihood of deter-
mining the correct gender. Albright also states that typologically unusual cases 
of analogy are sensible when viewed from the point of view of maintaining 
contrasts, and this can be compared to the overriding tendency in gender 
systems to maintain the morphological distinctions animate ∼ inanimate or 
male ∼ female. 
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   26  E.g. Elšik & Matras ( 2006 : 17): ‘Text frequency is said to refl ect a combination of real 
world facts and human choices in talking about the real world […]. Th e factor determining 
token frequency of semantic categories is their prominence to humans. Th e prominence factor 
has been also termed salience or expectedness […]’  

   27  See, among others, Givón (1984: 56ff ), Dahl (2000: 99-100), and Matasović ( 2004 : 203) 
for the animacy hierarchy and gender.  

   28  As a slight aside, the importance of language as a cultural and social phenomenon leads 
into a small but vital point on speaker reaction to innovative forms. It has been observed that it 
is probably the diff erences in speakers’ reactions which are responsible for diff erences in the 
historical productivity of new forms (Hock  1991 : 174, 204). A change in gender would (it 
seems) still at least be comprehensible to a speaker and not aff ect understanding too seriously,

 Th erefore, on the basis of Albright’s conclusions for other types of analogy, 
base forms or prototypes for gender classes are those morpho-genders which 
are  frequent  and  unmarked  (and  un-suffi  xed ). Frequent morpho-genders receive 
more members at the expense of rare types, since rare words, on the whole, are 
those which are adapted through this process of over-regularisation. Th is point 
can be corroborated by Vincent’s examples, since he comments that those 
forms which were replaced largely belonged to small classes of exceptions and 
were unproductive types (1974: 431); Corbett similarly states that a ‘statistical 
factor’ (1991: 317) plays a role in some cases, and Kuryłowicz gives loss of 
‘balance’ as a cause of analogical change (= Winters  1995 : 126). 

 Th e text frequency of nouns in turn can be said to refl ect the prominence of 
their referents to humans (or saliency),  26   and for this reason highly animate 
nouns are more likely to be frequent, since humans are most prominent to 
humans. Th is is borne out by the tendency of gender systems, at least those of 
the (post-PIE) IE type, to encode Male and Female in separate classes. Th e 
high frequency of animates also results in the likelihood that they are proto-
typical. It also appears to explain why some animate nouns remain anomalous 
within their gender systems, e.g. Latin  agricola,  ‘farmer’. Latin nouns ending 
in - a  are overwhelmingly Feminine, but yet  agricola  is Masculine because it 
refers to a human being, ‘farmer’, and humans appear at the very top of the 
animacy hierarchy.  27    Moreover, the results of a recent study by Polinsky & 
Van Everbroeck, which modelled the development of the Latin gender system 
into that of French, concluded that very high frequency items are ensconced 
in small classes of their own and do not infl uence the overall analytical pattern 
(2003: 386). Th is ‘pragmatic’ approach to analogy has also been stressed by 
Kraska-Szlenk, who stresses that ‘ ‘usage’ does not automatically lead to ‘gram-
mar’ and should not be expected to, because in addition to being a host of 
physical and statistical laws, language is a social and a cultural phenomenon’ 
(2007: 199).  28   
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regardless of how ‘odd’ or ‘incorrect’ such a gender may sound, and therefore is perhaps more 
likely to be permitted than other analogical creations.  

 A fi nal point is on the comments of Kuryłowicz on gender as part of his 
‘second law’ (1945-9: 23). Th is states that (= Winters  1995 : 130):

  Actions called ‘analogical’ follow the direction: fundamental form → founded 
form, whose relationship emerges from their range of occurrence.  

  Kuryłowicz’s discussion continues that ‘[…] the primary function of the mas-
culine is the personal ‘common’ meaning because it is the masculine which is 
used where gender is unimportant. Th is makes us expect that phonetic changes 
are to be compensated for by proportions acting in the direction masculine → 
feminine […]’ (= Winters  1995 : 130). Th erefore in Kuryłowicz’s conception, 
forms which are associated with the Masculine gender spread to those associ-
ated with the Feminine because the Masculine is the unmarked gender. It is 
not clear whether Kuryłowicz believes this to be true for Greek alone (since his 
examples are from certain paradigms of AG adjectives) or whether it has more 
universal application. Th is does however suggest that the unmarked gender 
may be that which is more likely to be the prototype, and generalised at the 
expense of other classes.   

  3 Some Greek evidence 

  3.1 Data 

 Th e preceding discussion has demonstrated that Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) is a 
prototypical morpho-gender in AG because it is  frequent  (in comparison with 
other morpho-genders in -(ο)ς (-( o)s ), i.e. the Feminine or Neuter) and 
 unmarked . Conversely, Feminine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) is rare in comparison with other 
Feminine morpho-genders, e.g. -α (- a )/-η (- ē ). Moreover, the analysis of 
Masculine = -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) ∼ Feminine = -α (- a )/-η (- ē ) is reinforced by sex pairs 
of the type δου̃λος [M] ( doulos ) ‘slave’ ∼ δούλη   [F] ( doulē ) ‘female slave’, 
which appear to off er the learner ‘ready-made’ proportions of Masculine ∼ 
Feminine. Th e discussion also predicts that very high frequency nouns, more 
than likely animate nouns, may be immune from the eff ects of gender changes 
induced by prototypes, even if those high frequency nouns are anomalous 
within the system. It predicts too that high frequency morpho-genders, most 
likely to be in the SG, and in the Nominative case, are the prototypes on 
which changes are based. However, it is not clear from this analysis how far 
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   29  Ralli’s analysis of gender as determined by stem (2002, 2003) would seem to suggest the 
latter analysis is preferable.  

   30  http://www.tlg.uci.edu/. Th ere is a methodological issue here in that the constant updating 
of the TLG means that searches are not completely repeatable.  

each case is independent of the paradigm of which it is a part, i.e. there are no 
predictions within the model as it has been presented for the operation of 
changes at the level of individual infl ectional case versus the paradigm as a 
whole.  29   Put another way, it is unclear whether changes work cross-lexically, 
with each morphological case across a number of diff erent nouns changing at 
the same time independent of the paradigm, or whether each noun changes 
gender in all its cases, irrespective of the state of development of other nouns. 
It is also unclear how these changes operate when paradigmatically non- 
identical nouns change gender, e.g. Neuter -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) (3 rd  declension) and 
Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) (2 nd  declension), since the Nominative SG is the only 
point at which there is morphological overlap between these classes. 

 Th is fi nal section therefore presents a small amount of historical data for a 
few 2 nd  declension nouns which were Feminine in AG, but which later 
became Masculine, by way of preliminary investigation of these issues. All 
data were collected from the online version of the  Th esaurus Linguae Graecae  
(TLG), for the whole period covered by the database, up to 1453.  30   Th e fi g-
ures represent raw data taken from the TLG as a whole, without sensitivity to 
register, genre, geographical location, etc. since the number of innovative 
(Masculine) examples are so small that such details can be determined where 
relevant from the data which are of interest. Moreover, unless stated other-
wise, 1 st  declension forms of these words (SG or PL) have not been taken into 
account since this study is intended primarily to illuminate the ostensibly very 
simple change with which the discussion began:

   (6)   ἡ [F] ἄσβολος  (hē asbolos ) ‘soot’ → ὁ [M] ἄσβολος ( ho asbolos ) ‘soot’    

 Th e data reported here cannot be taken as representative of vernacular Greek 
(let alone the data to which a language learner would be exposed), but never-
theless some relevant trends can be observed.  Table 5  gives the number of 
examples contained in the TLG as a whole for each of the four words studied, 
in detail for the SG. It also shows the number of unambiguously Masculine 
examples. Examples were only counted as Masculine if they were found with 
a defi nite article, adjective or participle in agreement with them in the 
Masculine gender. Very many examples had nothing in agreement with them, 
meaning that they were unmarked for gender and therefore ambiguous. 
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 Table 6  gives the dates for the earliest attested of each of the Masculine 
 examples recorded in  Table 5 . Dates are given in centuries using the details 
provided by the TLG.               

  * Th ese examples are from Archimedes,  Th e Sand-Reckoner.  Th e next oldest example 
is from AD 2-3.  

 Table 6.    Dates at which fi rst innovative M examples appear  

Word Date at which M fi rst appears, given in centuries

NOM ACC GEN DAT

 ammos  ‘sand’ (Ø) AD 4-5 (Ø) AD 4
 hodos ‘ road’ (AD 9, (PL)) AD 4 AD 1-2 (4-3 BC (PL)); 1 BC – 

AD 1 (SG)
 parthenos  ‘virgin’ (Ø) (Ø) (Ø) (Ø)
 psammos  ‘sand’ AD 5-6 (Ø) 3 BC* (Ø)

 Table 5.    Number of examples of 2 nd  declension nouns for whole TLG, with break-
down by case for SG  

Word Total examples in  TLG  
(approx.)

SG* examples, with those positively marked 
as M in brackets

SG PL NOM ACC GEN DAT

 ammos  
 ‘sand’

750 100 222 (Ø) 264 (3) 154 (Ø) 74 (1)

 hodos 
 ‘ road’

26,000 6,000 4017 (Ø) 12971 (5) 5760 (1) 3188 (5)

 parthenos  
 ‘virgin’

14,000 4,000 4223 (Ø) 3109 (Ø) 5093 (Ø) 1341 (Ø)

 psammos  
 ‘sand’

1000 100 164 (1) 216 (Ø) 328 (41**) 129 (Ø)

  * Only hodos showed M examples in the PL: 1 NOM, 12 DAT
** 38/41 examples come from a single text, Archimedes, Th e Sand-Reckoner.

  3.2 Observations 

  3.2.1 Lack of innovation in the Nominative 
 Overall, there are strikingly few innovative (Masculine) examples from the 
Nominative, despite the fact that the Nominative is one of the most frequent 
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   31  ὁ [M] παρθένος ( ho parthenos ) in the meaning ‘male virgin’ is found SMG, where it has 
acquired adjectival status.  

cases. Moreover, when the Masculine does appear in the Nominative it is later 
than the other instances, by a fairly signifi cant margin. Th e Nominative may 
therefore be the base of analogical change, as hypothesised, but it is also the 
most resistant to them. Th is may also be due to its high frequency, which 
caused it to be the basis for change in the fi rst place.  

  3.2.2 Innovation in the Dative 
 In contrast to the lack of Masculine examples in the Nominative, the Dative 
shows a relatively large number of Masculines, in both numbers. Th e 
Dative also shows the earliest change, in the PL. Th is is despite the fact 
that the Dative itself is lost from Greek, and, where used, the Dative would 
most probably be a marker of high style. Th e Dative is therefore exactly where 
the Feminine would be expected to appear as an archaic marker, along 
with the use of the archaic case, rather than the Masculine. Th is may be due 
to the unusual usage pattern of words like ‘road’ and ‘sand’, in that the 
Dative has a relatively high overall frequency, at least in the extant texts, 
because of its use after prepositions in phrases such as ‘on the road’ (ἐν τῳ̃ ὁδῳ̃ 
( en tōi hodōi )). It is possible that the phrase ‘on the road/on the way’ was 
entrenched well enough with an innovative gender in vernacular Greek that 
the gender was transferred into the higher register texts when the Dative was 
used, if the Dative here is a marker of high register. Such an example 
could therefore also represent a failed attempt at archaism, when the author 
correctly identifi ed the case to be used, but forgot about the gender. Th e data 
neatly show that innovation proceeded chronologically from non-Nominative 
cases towards the Nominative, but such a conclusion that the change did 
progress in this way cannot be founded with any confi dence on such scanty 
evidence.  

  3.2.3 Stability of παρθένος (parthenos) 
 παρθένος ( parthenos ) would not have been expected to become Masculine 
since it refers explicitly to a female virgin.  31   However, there is little attempt 
witnessed within this evidence to make the noun more prototypically 
Feminine, e.g. by movement to the 1 st  declension, as follows in (7).

   (7)    ἡ [F] παρθένος ( hē parthenos ) ‘virgin (girl)’ → ἡ [F] παρθένα/*παρθένη 
( hē parthena/*parthenē )    
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   32  Sophocles’ lexicon of Roman & Byzantine Greek cites παρθένα ( parthena ) in Methodius, 
 Symposium  11.1 as a Neuter PL substantive, but in the context it seems more likely to be an 
adjective in agreement with Neuter PL ὄργανα ( organa ) ‘organs/parts’, rather than a Neuter 
noun in apposition; Sophocles also states that παρθένος ( parthenos ) can be used of males.  

 Excluding undated works, the TLG reports six 1 st  declension PL examples of 
παρθένα ( parthena ), the earliest of which dates from the 4 th  century AD 
(Athanasius,  De fallacia diaboli  7.7 ),  and three SG examples, the earliest dat-
ing from after 5 th  century AD ( New Testament Catenae, Catena in epistulam 
ad Hebraeos ). Th is is in contrast to the huge number of 2 nd  declension exam-
ples given in  Table 5  (SG only).  32   

 It appears that this is one of the nouns described by Polinksy & Van 
Everbroeck as standing in a special class because of its high frequency, or per-
haps in this case its religious signifi cance, since it is the word used for ‘Th e 
Virgin Mary’. Again, the fact that language is, above all, a social phenomenon, 
seems to be of particular relevance here since it is this which guarantees the 
special status of this word. παρθένος ( p  arthenos ) can therefore be compared to 
Latin  agricola,  ‘farmer’ and also to the oft-discussed anomaly of German 
 Mädchen , ‘girl’ (cf. Corbett  1991 : 183f.; Dahl 2000 :  105ff .).  Mädchen  is 
semantically Feminine but morphologically Neuter (since nouns in German 
with the diminutive suffi  x - chen  are Neuter), but despite this shows no sign of 
undergoing adaption to resolve the confl ict, at least at the moment. Example 
(8) gives a summary of these anomalous words:        

  (8)   Latin  agricola [M] ‘farmer’ (male), but morphologically [F]
German  Mädchen [F] ‘girl’ (female), but morphologically [N]
Greek παρθένος [F] ‘virgin’ (female), but morphologically [M]

 All three of these examples appear to be stable within their own gender 
systems, despite their anomalous status since all refer to humans, have a very 
high frequency and, especially in the case of παρθένος ( parthenos ), have a 
high degree of social signifi cance. 

 Moreover, it is possible that the presence of such a resolutely Feminine noun 
in -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) such as παρθένος ( parthenos ) may have counteracted the pro-
totypicality of the morpho-gender Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ). For this reason, it 
can be stated tentatively that this contributed to the extreme slowness of the 
general trend in Greek to reduce the number of 2 nd  declension Feminine 
nouns since, despite the fact that Masculine -(ο)ς (-( o)s ) is highly prototypical 
for the reasons already given, Feminine παρθένος ( parthenos ) represented an 
alternative model.    
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  4 Conclusions 

 Th is paper has highlighted the need to investigate change in gender systems at 
the level of the individual word, since it is only at this molecular level that the 
operation of analogical processes can be observed. While many of the conclu-
sions reached here do not diff er greatly from those of other studies, those 
outlined here have the advantage of being set within a framework which can 
account for diff erent historical developments in gender as part of a single the-
ory, that of the prototypical morpho-gender which arises out of usage patterns 
and semantics. Th is model has clear potential application to languages other 
than Greek which also demonstrate these deceptively simple changes in 
gender. 

 Th e most far-reaching implication so far of the application of this model to 
the Greek data is a suggestion that the slowness in the reduction in the num-
ber of 2 nd  declension Feminine nouns is as a result of the infl uence exerted by 
a single word, παρθένος [F] ( parthenos ). It is merely chance that παρθένος 
( parthenos ), a culturally important word, belonged to the rare and unproto-
typical 2 nd  declension Feminine morpho-gender. Its high frequency meant 
that both its form  and  meaning were protected, with its gender guaranteed by 
its high degree of animacy. In this case, the noun may even be said to be  anti-
 prototypical in that it provided an alternative set of analogies to those pro-
vided by other Masculine 2 nd  declension nouns, delaying the monotonic 
expression of gender categories. 

 Th e small amount of data presented here supports the hypothesis that the 
Nominative SG is the base of analogical change in gender. However, it is cer-
tainly not clear that it is the case in which change fi rst begins, and it appears 
from this dataset that it is the Nominative which drives change, but that 
change is fi rst manifested outside the Nominative. Th e role of non-Nomina-
tive cases as bases of analogical change is also unclear, for example in nouns 
where the Nominative is not a frequent case or in examples where the point of 
morphological contact between morpho-genders is outside the Nominative. 
In the case of the Neuter, where Nominative and Accusative are identical, 
changes must also clearly operate in a diff erent way. Moreover, the small 
amount of data studied here does not show how quickly, or from where, inno-
vative genders spread, and the questions raised about the role of case vs. para-
digm in gender change cannot yet be answered. Th e process of gender change 
in SG vs. PL has also not been investigated here, although it appears that the 
PL may be less resilient to change than the SG, as shown by cases of nouns 
which have a single form in the SG, but multiple forms with diff erent genders 
in the PL (e.g. SMG ‘stone’: o [M] βράχος ( o vrachos ) SG, οι [M] βράχοι, τα 
[N] βράχια PL). 
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 Many questions are therefore left unanswered, and many of the hypotheses 
suggested by the data given here are unproven. More data is required to pro-
vide fuller answers to how the changes progressed, but Greek cannot answer 
these conclusively since a representative sample of the requisite data cannot be 
elicited. Nonetheless, it is hoped that the utility of this approach to investigat-
ing changes in gender has been proven, and that a number of hypotheses 
worthy of further investigation have been outlined which indicate avenues 
along which work on other languages may progress.   
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